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Chairman’s Report
I am pleased to present the Annual Report for the 2018/19 financial year.
This year marks the 15th anniversary since the incorporation of Southern Rocklobster Limited,
the peak body servicing the lobster fisheries across our three states. The most recent fisheries
and aquaculture statistics (ABARES 2018) once again show that Southern Rock Lobster is the
most significant wild caught fishery in each of our key jurisdictions. However, as predicted last
year, tonnage and value decreased in South Australia (1,559t; $120m) and Tasmania (1,083t;
$83m) and Victoria (262t; $22m) due to minor quota adjustments and a weaker price in our
major export markets.
We are indeed proud of this milestone in our history and the support we have been given by
fishers across the SE region.
SRL financial statements for the year ending 30 June 2019 show that the organisation remains
on a sound financial footing, recording a surplus of $405,222. The statement of cash flow shows
a net increase in cash at the end of the financial year.
Our success is largely attributed to our Industry Partnership Agreement with the Fisheries
Research and Development Corporation (FRDC).
Our research portfolio provides a vital
support to industry and it is pleasing to note further growth in our research portfolio. We thank
our various research partners, especially the South Australian Research and Development
Institute (SARDI) and the Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies (IMAS ) for their
contributions to the program.
In the marketplace the China-Australia free trade agreement (ChAFTA) has brought our two
countries closer together. With a number of direct flights to Chinese cities we continue to
explore opportunities to develop and grow SRL trade with China and are proud to deliver our
product – premium live southern rocklobster – to Chinese consumers.
The digitisation of the Clean Green Program is progressing well and it was pleasing to note
interest from other sectors at the recent Trans-Tasman Rock Lobster Congress held in
Queenstown. Safety at sea and sustainable fishing practices are the key drivers behind this
benchmark responsible fishing program, and full participation by all fishers in our sector remains
our primary goal.
On behalf of the Board I would like to thank our member organisations, South Australian Rock
Lobster Advisory Council (SARLAC), the Tasmanian Rock Lobster Fishermen’s Association
(TRLFA) and the Victorian Rock Lobster Association (VRLA) for their support during the year.
Our thanks also go to the state representatives on the RD&E Committee and to the FRDC for
their ongoing support of SRL. Finally a special word of thanks to our Executive Officer, Tom
Cosentino, for his enthusiasm and energy in representing the interests of our members.

Professor Colin Buxton
October 2019

Executive Officer’s Report
The 2018-19 financial year has been eventful for Southern Rocklobster Limited. The Board and
Executive have overseen a large increase in activity in both the research and industry spaces.
My report will provide detail into the major components of this activity.
The Company has enjoyed a full financial year of stability in its Board and Executive which has
allowed it to pursue strategic goals with consistency and focus.
Our mission is threefold:
● To engage and lead stakeholders through integration and innovation.
● To plan for and leverage industry opportunities through selected RD&E investments that
create economic contribution and demonstrate industry value.
● To promote Australian Southern Rock Lobster products to consumers, customers, trade
partners and communities.
The SRL Board and Research, Development & Extension Committee each met on three
occasions during the reporting period to progress our strategic agenda. This agenda is
supported by 15 research and business development projects which are mentioned in more
detail in this report.
The 2019 financial year has seen a significant increase in activity driven by several in-house
projects. Annual turnover increased nearly four-fold from $248,062 in 2018 to $830,682 in
2019. This is largely attributable to the Clean Green Digitisation and Extension project
conducted by Ross Hodge and Justin Phillips, which is now nearing completion. The finished
product will be effective and advanced in its field and will no doubt continue to help maintain the
Clean Green Program’s status as an industry leading safety and responsible fishing framework.
Other projects include hosting a workshop on the consequences of increasing corporatisation in
the fishery, research into digital and emerging Chinese markets and bursary opportunities for
eight young industry leaders to attend the Trans-Tasman Lobster Congress in Queenstown in
August 2019. The Australia–China Agricultural Cooperation Agreement also provided $12,500
for a delegation of SRL directors to attend the China Fisheries & Seafood Expo in Qingdao in
November 2019.

Year in Review
Our industry faced several challenges during the financial year - some old and some new.
Amongst these challenges, several opportunities have arisen and it is our intent to capitalise on
these to continue to build an environmentally and economically sustainable industry.

Seismic
Consultation with oil and gas exploration companies continues to occupy much of the
Executive’s focus. While the impacts of seismic airgun testing on lobster populations and
recruitment is not fully understood, IMAS research shows that it has physiological impacts on
several capacities of the Southern rock lobster.
During the year the following seismic testing and drilling activities were reviewed:
Victoria
• Otway Geophysical and Geotechnical Seabed Assessment - Lattice Energy Ltd
• Otway Deep Marine Seismic Survey - Spectrum Geo Australia Pty Ltd
• VIC/P70 Exploration Drilling - Esso Deepwater Gippsland Pty Ltd
• CarbonNet Offshore Appraisal Well - The Crown in right of the State of Victoria
• CGG Gippsland Marine Seismic Survey - CGG Services (Australia) Pty Ltd
• Otway Basin Exploration Drilling - Cooper Energy (CH) Pty. Ltd.
• Otway Basin Marine Seismic Survey - Schlumberger Australia Pty Ltd
Tasmania
• Dorrigo 3D Marine Seismic Survey - 3D Oil T49P Pty Ltd
• BassGas Offshore - Origin Energy Resources Limited
South Australia
• Stromlo-1 Exploration Drilling Program - Equinor Australia B.V.
• Duntroon Multi-client 3D and 2D Marine Seismic Survey - PGS Australia Pty Ltd
• Nerites Season 2 Multi Client 3D Marine Seismic Survey - TGS-NOPEC Geophysical
Company Pty Ltd
We have found the consultation processes to be reasonable, albeit challenging and frustrating
at times due to the size and scale of the proponents and their operations. Notably, the volume of
the workload and engagement that is required to achieve consistent positive results for the
fishing industry is difficult to maintain. In some instances, our industry was able to negotiate
more compatible timeframes and smaller testing areas. I would like to thank Nathan Kimber
(SARLAC, SEPFA), Jonathan Davey (SIV) and Markus Nolle (SIV, VRLA, SRL) for their
intelligent input when it was required. Based on feedback from fishermen and processors, it is
clear that our work on oil and gas consultation is greatly appreciated, albeit not public.

Bio-toxin risk mitigation
Mitigation of bio-toxin risk maintains its position as a top priority area of investment. Based on
changing climate conditions, and observing other Australian fisheries, it is our belief that our
investment and focus now on bio-toxins will pay dividends at a later date in regards to trade
market access and public health. These are important pillars of our industry, and we should
continue to be vigilant in our bio-toxin agenda.

Property Rights
In December 2018, the McGowan Government (Western Australia) made an unprecedented
decision to allocate itself 1385 tonnes of WRL quota in a move to secure supply to the domestic
market. The decision brought about questions relating to fundamental property rights in fishing
licences and the sovereignty of those rights. As a result, in June 2019 the Western Australian
Legislative Council referred an Inquiry into Private Property Rights to the Standing Committee
on Public Administration, including Commercial Fishing Rights. Our industry awaits the findings
of this inquiry as learnings to bolster the rights of fishermen in the SRL industry.
PIRSA began a consultation process on the operation of the Fisheries Management Act 2007
(SA), under which SRL will make a submission jointly with the State commercial fishing peak
body and an independent legal firm to make recommendations that safeguard the property
rights in fishing licences.

Our Clean Green Brand
On 1 January 2019, I took on the
responsibility of managing Clean Green
Program from Ross Hodge who, after a
decade with the seafood industry, will be
retiring at the completion of the digitisation
project. His guidance and ability will be
missed by all but his legacy leaves the
Program in good stead.
The Clean Green program achieves a great
deal relative to the modest investment that it
requires to operate. It is widely considered to
be amongst the leading Australian and
SRL Executive Officer Tom Cosentino, Nova Scotia Minister for
International industry owned and operated Fisheries & Aquaculture Keith Colwell, Clean Green Digitisation
vessel safety and responsible fishing Project Investigator Ross Hodge
programs. Its global status was recognised by
the government on Nova Scotia, Canada resulting in an invitation to Ross Hodge and I to attend
the Minister’s Conference in Halifax in February 2019. Ross Hodge presented on the merits of
the Clean Green program at the conference which was well received, particularly by industry
stakeholders.
The Clean Green program has 181 current registrants. It is financially self-sustaining and is
highly regarded throughout the wider domestic industry, and internationally as a result of the
Minister’s Conference in Canada.
Clean Green audits were carried out in October and November 2018 across South Australia’s
South-East and Tasmania. It is expected that the 2019 audits will occur on King Island and in

Victoria predominantly. The audits are a great opportunity for fishers to have an in-house review
of their vessel that is recognised by AMSA as being an equivalent solution.
The Board considers that full adoption of the Clean Green program by the SRL fleet is in
important priority for the branding strategy of our product into China. Our ability to maintain safe
fishing vessels that adhere to best fishing practice guidelines is linked to the way our product is
perceived and the price that it attracts. To promote full adoption, I will continue to visit ports and
meetings to present about the benefits of subscribing to the Clean Green program to industry.
Record high prices were achieved at the opening of the South Australian season. The key to the
economic sustainability of the industry is to understand why we achieve a premium price, and
ultimately, to be responsible for it. This year, the Board of SRL discussed this issue at length. All
meeting agendas allowed for strategic discussions specifically on brand, price and analysing our
market.
To inform the beginning of the Clean Green branding strategy, the company (through its IPA
with the FRDC) co-invested with the Lobster Exporters of New Zealand to obtain a better
understanding of the digital Chinese market. As a continuation of this strategy, the Company
has recently engaged KPMG to conduct an audit of the industry supply chain to identify
strengths, weaknesses and opportunities to maintain our market position in China.

Stock assessments
In February 2019, the Status of Australian Fish Stocks
Reports showed that all rock lobster species in
Australia were sustainable. This rating is based on the
percentage of egg production relative to the stock’s
unfished level. Environmental sustainability is
imperative to our industry and to our social licence to
operate. A significant part of this achievement is the
willingness of our fishermen to make tough decisions
about managing their fishery.

Source: Status of Australian Fish Stocks 2019
© 2019 Fisheries Research & Development
Corporation

The Industry Partnership Agreement
The Company’s Industry Partnership Agreement with the FRDC remains in effect until 30 June
2020. Over the next twelve months, the Board and the industry will consult with the FRDC as to
the operation of a new agreement to facilitate the Company’s strategic vision.
During this reporting period, the agreement facilitated the following projects:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

2016-258: Assessing the efficiency of alternative pot designs for the Southern Rock
Lobster (Jasus edwardsii) Fishery. - Lachlan McLeay (SARDI)
2016-235: Improving post-harvest survival of live held Southern Rock Lobster - Quinn
Fitzgibbon (UTAS)
2017-086: Improved risk management of paralytic shellfish toxins in Southern Rock
Lobster - Gustaaf Hallegraeff (UTAS)
2017-177: Traceability Systems for Wild Caught Lobster, via Sense-T and Pathways to
Market - Phase 2 - Laurie Bonney (UTAS)
2017-224: Clean Green program, revision, digitisation & extension across the supply
chain. Ross Hodge (SRL)
2018-004: SafeFish - Natalie Dowsett (SARDI)
2016-208: Waste to profit in Urchin Fisheries - John Keane (UTAS)
2018-128 Implementing and evaluating the Australian Seafood Trade Agenda - Jayne
Gallagher (Honey & Fox)
2016-410: SRL Industry Partnership Agreement (IPA) - Thomas Cosentino (SRL)
2017-013: Rebuilding Southern Rock Lobster stocks on the east coast of Tasmania:
informing options for management - Jeremy Lyle (UTAS)
2017-051: Extending biotoxin capability and research in Australia through development
of an experimental biotoxin contamination facility to target industry relevant issues. Alison Turnbull (SARDI)
2017-082: Ensuring monitoring and management of bycatch in Southern Rock Lobster
fisheries is best practice - Rafael Leon (UTAS)
2018-176: Refining the Southern rock lobster supply chain Peter Liddell – (KPMG)
2018-205: Corporatisation workshop Thomas Cosentino (SRL)
2018-207: Trans-Tasman Bursary Program Thomas Cosentino (SRL)

Research, Development and Extension (RD&E) Committee
The committee met on three occasions this financial year. From the meetings, it is expected that
new research and development concepts in regards to the following areas will take shape:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

National risk assessment for bio-toxins
Analysing fishing industry predictions and their impact on the SRL fishery
(aquaculture/climate change)
On-vessel practices
Close kin mark recapture
Bait comparison
Reef re-seeding
Digital rock lobster modelling platform

My door is always open and I would encourage Industry to bring forward research ideas that
they expect will benefit the fishery. It is through the fishers on the water and our processors that
the research portfolio gains the most relevance..

Communications and Extension
All of the final reports and findings of SRL industry projects are available on the Company’s
website at https://www.southernrocklobster.com/research .
Other industry news is available on the homepage on a rolling basis.

The year ahead
In August 2019, several industry members will attended the Trans-Tasman Rock Lobster
Congress in Queenstown. The Company, through its IPA, provided bursaries for 8 emerging
leaders of the industry to attend the Congress. These people will no doubt, contribute to the
succession plan of the Company and be able to bring a collaborative attitude to the positions
that the hold in the future.
Fisheries managers and researchers from Victoria, Tasmania and South Australia will meet in
Melbourne in October 2019 to consider management of an increasingly corporatised fishery. I
look forward to the outcomes of this meeting and hope they play a role in preserving the culture
of our fishing communities from Ceduna to Mallacoota to Bruny Island.
Three members of our Board and I will travel to the China Fisheries and Seafood Expo in
Qingdao, China as part of the Australia-China Agricultural Cooperation Agreement. We hope to
bring back insights into the new marketplace through which we sell our rock lobster and enable
new developments in our research agenda that are cutting edge and able to integrate into the
digital age.
The conclusion of the Clean Green Digitisation project will see training sessions for new
entrants into the program as well as the unveiling of the mobile application and digital logbook. It
is expected that this will occur toward the end of summer in 2020.
I look forward to working again with the Board of Directors and RD&E Committee for another
year on the challenges of a highly impressive fishery.
To the fishermen of the SRL fleet - I wish you all the best of luck for the season ahead. You are
the beating heart of our coastal communities and your contributions to them are treasured. I
pray that the catch comes easily but most of all that you return safely to port.
Industry Partners and Stakeholders
SRL acknowledges the financial support that the Southern Rock Lobster industry receives for
research, development and extension activities from the Australian Government through the
Fisheries Research & Development Corporation.

SRL expresses its sincere gratitude to PIRSA, the VFA and DPIPWE for supporting the
Company’s RD&E Committee and thank the representatives they have nominated for the
excellent contribution they have made.
Thank you to our primary research providers in SARDI and IMAS who not only carry out the
stock assessments and harvest strategies for Southern rock lobster, but make a valuable
contribution to our industry’s identity as one of the best managed in the country.
SRL would like to thank all the organisations that have communicated their project proposals
and submitted applications for consideration for their efforts and cooperation.
With the 2019 financial year being the first full year of my appointment, I would like to thank the
Directors of the Company for their dedication and knowledge over the reporting period and for
their warm welcome and guidance which have underpinned the Company’s achievements.

Tom Cosentino
Executive Officer
Southern Rocklobster Limited (SRL)
October 2019
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